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A History of Contemporary Stage Combat
The Dedalus Book of Slovak Literature offers a wide-ranging selection of fiction from the end of the nineteenth century until
the present day, including work by Slovak's classic and most important contemporary authors such as Rudolf Sloboda,
Dominik Tatarka, Opavel Vilikovsky, Monika Kompanikova and Balla. This is the most important selection of Slovak fiction to
have appeared in English and will be essential reading for anyone wanting to gain an idea of Slovak Literature.

A Companion to the History of the Book
Clears up misconceptions about the history of the region, looks at the years it spent as part of Czechoslovakia, and
speculates on Slovakia's future

A People’s History of American Higher Education
When did your Polish ancestors immigrate, where did they leave, why did they leave, how did they get here? Steve
Szabados is a wonderful resource. He hopes you find the answer to some of these questions in this book. This book
discusses the history of Poland and gives some insights into possible answers to the questions about your ancestors'
immigration. All three Polish partitions are covered, and the material will hopefully clear up your confusion why your Polish
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ancestors listed that they were born in other countries on early U.S. documents. The book also presents brief histories of
most of the ports that were used by Polish immigrants for departure from Europe and the ports where they arrived. Also
covered are details of life in steerage during the voyage and the process of examination of the immigrants to gain
admittance to the United States.

A History of Pagan Europe
In this groundbreaking work, Stanislav Kirschbaum examines the Slovak contribution to European civilization in the Middle
Ages, the development of a specifically Slovak consciousness in the nineteenth century, the Slovak struggle for autonomy
in Czech-dominated Czechoslovakia created by the Treaty of Versailles, the problems that the first Slovak Republic faced in
a Nazi-controlled Europe, and the Slovak reaction to the communist regime. Kirschbaum completes this fascinating history
by examining the debate about the future of Slovakia and the events that led to independence.

Postwar
A history of Slovak independence movement and emigration in Binghamton, New York,

A Concise American History
Felines of the World: Discoveries in Taxonomic Classification and History provides the most recent taxonomic,
paleontological, phylogenetic and DNA advances of wild felid and domestic cat species following guidelines dictated by the
IUCN SSC Cat Specialist Group. It highlights the importance of felines and their role as predators in maintaining the
ecological biome balance in which they have evolved. The book delves into the anatomical, evolutionary and zoogeographic
features of fossil and current felid species. Each species is described in detail, detailing its classification, habitat and
biological habits. This book also presents the most updated threat and conservation status of each species. This book is an
ideal resource for zoologists and paleontologists, primarily those interested in the evolution and features of extinct and
extant felines. Details the lineage, features and habits of over 40 felid species Covers all species within the Felidae family,
including lions, lynxes, pumas and domestic cats Features detailed and colorful illustrations, diagrams and species location
maps Informs readers on endangered species, current threats and conservation efforts

Out Of This Furnace
This comprehensive history of American Literature traces its development from the earliest colonial writings of the late
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1500s through to the present day. This lively, engaging and highly accessible guide: offers lucid discussions of all major
influences and movements such as Puritanism, Transcendentalism, Realism, Naturalism, Modernism and Postmodernism
draws on the historical, cultural, and political contexts of key literary texts and authors covers the whole range of American
literature: prose, poetry, theatre and experimental literature includes substantial sections on native and ethnic American
literatures explains and contextualises major events, terms and figures in American history. This book is essential reading
for anyone seeking to situate their reading of American Literature in the appropriate religious, cultural, and political
contexts.

A History of Slovakia
This is a comprehensive introduction to books and print culture which examines the move from the spoken word to written
texts, the book as commodity, the power and profile of readers, and the future of the book in an electronic age.

A History of Place in the Digital Age
The Routledge History of American Sport provides the first comprehensive overview of historical research in American sport
from the early Colonial period to the present day. Considering sport through innovative themes and topics such as the
business of sport, material culture and sport, the political uses of sport, and gender and sport, this text offers an
interdisciplinary analysis of American leisure. Rather than moving chronologically through American history or considering
the historical origins of each sport, these topics are dealt with organically within thematic chapters, emphasizing the
influence of sport on American society. The volume is divided into eight thematic sections that include detailed original
essays on particular facets of each theme. Focusing on how sport has influenced the history of women, minorities, politics,
the media, and culture, these thematic chapters survey the major areas of debate and discussion. The volume offers a
comprehensive view of the history of sport in America, pushing the field to consider new themes and approaches as well.
Including a roster of contributors renowned in their fields of expertise, this ground-breaking collection is essential reading
for all those interested in the history of American sport.

A History of Slovakia
Clears up misconceptions about the history of the region, looks at the years it spent as part of Czechoslovakia, and
speculates on Slovakia's future

The REGTECH Book
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Expertly steering readers through the often tumultuous and exhilarating history of the United States, from its early modern
Native American roots to twenty-first-century neoliberalism and the shifting political climate of the past decade, this highly
readable textbook provides a compelling overview of American development over the last five centuries. This book avoids
either celebratory or condemnatory rhetoric to present a critical examination of domestic America and its interaction with
the rest of the world. Balancing coverage of political, social, cultural, and economic history, each chapter also includes a
wealth of features to facilitate learning: Timelines situating key events in their wider chronology Lists of topics covered
within each chapter for easy reference Concept boxes discussing selected issues in more detail Historiography boxes
exploring key debates Chapter summaries offering condensed outlines of the main themes of each chapter Further reading
lists guiding readers to additional resources Maps and images bringing to life important events and figures from America’s
history Clearly and engagingly written and positioning America’s narrative within the wider global context, this textbook is
particularly accessible for non-US students and is the perfect introduction for those new to US history. This textbook is also
supported by a companion website offering interactive content including a timeline, multiple-choice quizzes, and links to
selected web resources.

The History of the Czech Republic and Slovakia
The story of Slovak Americans in Chicagoland is a tale of the American dream. In a few short years, emigrants from Slovakia
with little to their names came to the United States and succeeded beyond their highest hopes. This fascinating story of
"rags to riches" has been documented in historical photographs in Images of America: Slovaks of Chicagoland. Many
Slovaks came to America with few assets, no more than a sixth-grade education, and no knowledge of the English
language. They went to school and became naturalized citizens. Many took menial jobs in stockyards, steel mills, and oil
refineries. They saved their money and opened grocery stores, banks, construction firms, and other businesses. Slovaks
built beautiful churches, quality schools, and recreational facilities. They raised their families to be proud Americans and
incorporated traditions from Slovakia into their daily lives, including the important role of religion.

The Routledge History of American Sport
The Regulatory Technology Handbook The transformational potential of RegTech has been confirmed in recent years with
US$1.2 billion invested in start-ups (2017) and an expected additional spending of US$100 billion by 2020. Regulatory
technology will not only provide efficiency gains for compliance and reporting functions, it will radically change market
structure and supervision. This book, the first of its kind, is providing a comprehensive and invaluable source of information
aimed at corporates, regulators, compliance professionals, start-ups and policy makers. The REGTECH Book brings into a
single volume the curated industry expertise delivered by subject matter experts. It serves as a single reference point to
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understand the RegTech eco-system and its impact on the industry. Readers will learn foundational notions such as: • The
economic impact of digitization and datafication of regulation • How new technologies (Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain)
are applied to compliance • Business use cases of RegTech for cost-reduction and new product origination • The future
regulatory landscape affecting financial institutions, technology companies and other industries Edited by world-class
academics and written by compliance professionals, regulators, entrepreneurs and business leaders, the RegTech Book
represents an invaluable resource that paves the way for 21st century regulatory innovation.

Illustrated Slovak History
With this wise, tender, and deeply funny novel, Marina Lewycka takes her place alongside Zadie Smith and Monica Ali as a
writer who can capture the unchanging verities of family. When an elderly and newly widowed Ukrainian immigrant
announces his intention to remarry, his daughters must set aside their longtime feud to thwart him. For their father’s
intended is a voluptuous old-country gold digger with a proclivity for green satin underwear and an appetite for the good
life of the West. As the hostilities mount and family secrets spill out, A Short History of Tractors in Ukrainian combines sex,
bitchiness, wit, and genuine warmth in its celebration of the pleasure of growing old disgracefully.

A History of Slovakia: The Struggle for Survival
Bohemia and Moravia, today part of the Czech Republic, was the first territory with a majority of non-German speakers
occupied by Hitler's Third Reich on the eve of the World War II. Tens of thousands of Jewish inhabitants in the so called
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia soon felt the tragic consequences of Nazi racial politics. Not all Czechs, however,
remained passive bystanders during the genocide. After the destruction of Czechoslovakia in 1938-39, Slovakia became a
formally independent but fully subordinate satellite of Germany. Despite the fact it was not occupied until 1944, Slovakia
paid Germany to deport its own Jewish citizens to extermination camps. About 270,000 out of the 360,000 Czech and
Slovak casualties of World War II were victims of the Holocaust. Despite these statistics, the Holocaust vanished almost
entirely from post-war Czechoslovak, and later Czech and Slovak, historical cultures. The communist dictatorship carried
the main responsibility for this disappearance, yet the situation has not changed much since the fall of the communist
regime. The main questions of this study are how and why the Holocaust was excluded from the Czech and Slovak history.

Age of Fear
Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize Winner of the Council on Foreign Relations Arthur Ross Book Award One of the New York Times'
Ten Best Books of the Year Almost a decade in the making, this much-anticipated grand history of postwar Europe from one
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of the world's most esteemed historians and intellectuals is a singular achievement. Postwar is the first modern history that
covers all of Europe, both east and west, drawing on research in six languages to sweep readers through thirty-four nations
and sixty years of political and cultural change-all in one integrated, enthralling narrative. Both intellectually ambitious and
compelling to read, thrilling in its scope and delightful in its small details, Postwar is a rare joy.

My Slovakia, My Family
Trace your Eastern European ancestors from American shores back to the old country. This in-depth guide will walk you
step-by-step through the exciting--and challenging--journey of finding your Polish, Czech, or Slovak roots. You'll learn how to
identify immigrant ancestors, find your family's town of origin, locate key genealogical resources, decipher foreign-language
records, and untangle the region's complicated history. The book also includes timelines, sample records, resource lists,
and sample record request letters to aid your research. In this book, you'll find • The best online resources for Polish, Czech,
and Slovak genealogy, plus a clear research path you can follow to find success • Tips and resources for retracing your
ancestors’ journey to America • Detailed guidance for finding and using records in the old country • Helpful background on
Polish, Czech, and Slovak history, geography, administrative divisions, and naming patterns • How the Three Partitions of
Poland and the Austro-Hungarian Empire affect genealogical research and records • Information on administrative divisions
to help you identify where your ancestors' records are kept • Sample letters for requesting records from overseas archives
• Case studies that apply concepts and strategies to real-life research problems Whether your ancestors hail from Warsaw
or a tiny village in the Carpathians, The Family Tree Polish, Czech and Slovak Genealogy Guide will give you the tools you
need to track down your ancestors in Eastern Europe.

The Family Tree Polish, Czech And Slovak Genealogy Guide
A History of Place in the Digital Age explores the history and impact of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and related
digital mapping technologies in humanities research. Providing a historical and methodological discussion of place in the
most important primary materials which make up the human record, including text and artefacts, the book explains how
these materials frame, form and communicate location in the age of the internet. This leads in to a discussion of how the
World Wide Web distorts and skews place, amplifying some voices and reducing others. Drawing on several connected case
studies from the early modern period to the present day, the spatial writings of early modern antiquarians are explored, as
are the roots of approaches to place in archaeology and philosophy. This forms the basis for a review of place online,
through the complex history of the invention of the internet, in to the age of the interactive web and social media. By doing
so, the book explores the key themes of spatial power and representation which these technologies frame. A History of
Place in the Digital Age will be of interest to scholars, students and practitioners in a variety of humanities disciplines with
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an interest in understanding how technology can help them undertake research on spatial themes. It will be of interest as
primary work to historians of technology, media and communications.

Historical Networks in the Book Trade
The book trade historically tended to operate in a spirit of co-operation as well as competition. Networks between printers,
publishers, booksellers and related trades existed at local, regional, national and international levels and were a vital part of
the business of books for several centuries. This collection of essays examines many aspects of the history of book-trade
networks, in response to the recent ‘spatial turn’ in history and other disciplines. Contributors come from various
backgrounds including history, sociology, business studies and English literature. The essays in Part One introduce the
relevance to book-trade history of network theory and techniques, while Part Two is a series of case studies ranging
chronologically from the Middle Ages to the twentieth century. Topics include the movement of early medieval manuscript
books, the publication of Shakespeare, the distribution of seventeenth-century political pamphlets in Utrecht and Exeter,
book-trade networks before 1750 in the English East Midlands, the itinerant book trade in northern France in the late
eighteenth century, how an Australian newspaper helped to create the Scottish public sphere, the networks of the Belgian
publisher Murquardt, and transatlantic radical book-trade networks in the early twentieth century.

Making Sense of World History
True to its title this book presents much of the history of Slovakia while narrating the story of the author's family, one of the
most notable in the country's history. Part genealogy, part historical analysis, and part immigrant story Palka's narrative
covers a span of 300 years. Starting in the era of the craft guilds the book concludes with the author's personal encounters
in the Slovakia of today – a Slovakia that reflects both the culture and its turbulent history. Including ordinary people as well
as towering historical figures, this is a fascinating and superbly documented biography of the Hodža and Pálka families'
significant role in Slovak history.

The Mandate of Heaven
This book places Czechoslovakia on the map of Cold War history, blending historical analysis of the superpowers' foreign
policies with an assessment of their impact on Czechoslovakia and its position within the Soviet bloc. It draws on Slovak,
Czech, American, and Russian sources to provide a more comprehensive understanding of postwar history.

Vanished History
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This essential history of American higher education brings a fresh perspective to the field, challenging the accepted ways of
thinking historically about colleges and universities. Organized thematically, this book builds from the ground up, shedding
light on the full, diverse range of institutions—including small liberal arts schools, junior and community colleges, black and
white women’s colleges, black colleges, and state colleges—that have been instrumental in creating the higher education
system we know today. A People’s History of American Higher Education focuses on those participants who may not have
been members of elite groups, yet who helped push elite institutions and the country as a whole. This pathbreaking
textbook addresses key issues which have often been condemned to exceptions and footnotes—if not ignored
completely—in historical considerations of U.S. higher education; particularly race, ethnicity, gender, and class. Hutcheson
introduces readers to both social and intellectual history, providing invaluable perspectives and methodologies for graduate
students and faculty members alike. A People’s History of American Higher Education surveys the varied characteristics of
the diverse populations constituting or striving for the middle class through educational attainment, providing a narrative
that unites often divergent historical fields. The author engages readers in a powerful, revised understanding of what
institutions and participants beyond the oft-cited elite groups have done for American higher education.

With Their Backs to the Mountains
Take a journey into the borderland of the red empire, during an ideological battle that saw the world ripped in half. Dare to
step into communist Czechoslovakia, where the controlled 'east' and the free 'west' converged at their closest. This is a
story of ordinary people caught up in the midst of the 20th century's greatest political experiment. Through tales only told
in whispers, glimpse into the everyday reality of those whose entire universe was ruled by the hammer and sickle.

Geographies of the Book
With Their Backs to the Mountains is the history of a stateless people, the Carpatho-Rusyns, and their historic homeland,
Carpathian Rus’, located in the heart of central Europe. A little over 100,000 Carpatho-Rusyns are registered in official
censuses but their number could be as high as 1,000,000, the greater part living in Ukraine and Slovakia. The majority of
the diaspora—nearly 600,000—lives in the US. At present, when it is fashionable to speak of nationalities as “imagined
communities” created by intellectuals or elites who may or may not live in the historic homeland, Carpatho-Rusyns provide
an ideal example of a people made—or some would say still being made—before our very eyes. The book traces the
evolution of Carpathian Rus’ from earliest prehistoric times to the present, and the complex manner in which a distinct
Carpatho-Rusyn people, since the mid-nineteenth century, came into being, disappeared, and then re-appeared in the wake
of the revolutions of 1989 and the collapse of Communist rule in central and eastern Europe. To help guide the reader
further there are 39 text inserts, 34 detailed maps, plus an annotated discussion of relevant books, chapters, and journal
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articles.

A Country Lost, Then Found
A unique love story, a tale of loss, a parable of Europe, this haunting novel is an examination of intimacy and betrayal in a
community rarely captured so vibrantly in contemporary literature. Zoli Novotna, a young woman raised in the traveling
Gypsy tradition, is a poet by accident as much as desire. As 1930s fascism spreads over Czechoslovakia, Zoli and her
grandfather flee to join a clan of fellow Romani harpists. Sharpened by the world of books, which is often frowned upon in
the Romani tradition, Zoli becomes the poster girl for a brave new world. As she shapes the ancient songs to her times, she
finds her gift embraced by the Gypsy people and savored by a young English expatriate, Stephen Swann. But Zoli soon
finds that when she falls she cannot fall halfway–neither in love nor in politics. While Zoli’s fame and poetic skills deepen,
the ruling Communists begin to use her for their own favor. Cast out from her family, Zoli abandons her past to journey to
the West, in a novel that spans the 20th century and travels the breadth of Europe. Colum McCann, acclaimed author of
Dancer and This Side of Brightness, has created a sensuous novel about exile, belonging and survival, based loosely on the
true story of the Romani poet Papsuza. It spans the twentieth century and travels the breadth of Europe. In the tradition of
Steinbeck, Coetzee, and Ondaatje, McCann finds the art inherent in social and political history, while vividly depicting how
far one gifted woman must journey to find where she belongs. Praise for Zoli “Soaring and stumbling over decades of
midcentury Eastern Europe, Zoli is a riveting novel.”—Gail Caldwell, Boston Sunday Globe “Beautifully written . . .
Beautifully conceived, wonderfully told, the story is proof of an indomitable spirit. The elusive character of Zoli, the brilliang
artist, is unforgettable.”—The Washington Post Book World BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Colum McCann's
TransAtlantic.

A Short History of Tractors in Ukrainian
A History of Contemporary Stage Combat chronicles the development of stage combat from the origins of the Society of
British Fight Directors in 1969 to the modern day. Featuring interviews with some of the pioneers of this art form, the book
analyzes how stage combat developed in response to the needs of the industry and the changing social mores in the United
States, United Kingdom, Canada, the European Continent, Australia, and New Zealand. It also explores the quality of
theatrical weaponry, as well as outcropping of stage combat such as intimacy design and theatrical jousting. A History of
Contemporary Stage Combat is an excellent resource for actors, directors, stage combatants, theatre historians, and
anyone with a love of action on stage and film.

A History of Psychology in Ten Questions
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Although the Middle Ages saw brilliant achievements in the diverse nations of East Central Europe, this period has been
almost totally neglected in Western historical scholarship. East Central Europe in the Middle Ages provides a much-needed
overview of the history of the region from the time when the present nationalities established their state structures and
adopted Christianity up to the Ottoman conquest. Jean Sedlar’s excellent synthesis clarifies what was going on in Europe
between the Elbe and the Ukraine during the Middle Ages, making available for the first time in a single volume information
necessary to a fuller understanding of the early history of present-day Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary,
Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, and the former Yugoslavia.

Polish Immigration to America: When, Where, Why and How
The geography of the book is as old as the history of the book, though far less thoroughly explored. Yet research has
increasingly pointed to the spatial dimensions of book history, to the transformation of texts as they are made and moved
from place to place, from authors to readers and within different communities and cultures of reception. Widespread
recognition of the significance of place, of the effects of movement over space and of the importance of location to the
making and reception of print culture has been a feature of recent book history work, and draws in many instances upon
studies within the history of science as well as geography. 'Geographies of the Book' explores the complex relationships
between the making of books in certain geographical contexts, the movement of books (epistemologically as well as
geographically) and the ways in which they are received.

Felines of the World
This student-friendly book on the history of psychology covers the key historical developments and controversies in all
areas of psychology, linking history to the present by focusing on ten conceptual issues that are relevant today. How did
psychology become a science, and what kind of science did it become? How do psychologists measure and explain the fact
that in some ways everyone is unique? Is psychoanalysis scientific? Why did cognitive science replace behaviorism? This
book addresses all these questions and more, covering the whole range of psychology, from neuroscience and artificial
intelligence to hermeneutics and qualitative research in the process. Drawing on the author’s experience of how to make
the subject interesting for students, the book is structured around ten key questions that engage with all the core areas of
psychology and the main schools of thought. Showing how each of the different approaches or paradigms within psychology
differ not based on data but on assumptions, Michael Hyland provides an engaging introduction to debates from history and
in contemporary society. Including boxed material on hot topics, historical figures, studies/experiments, and quirky facts,
this is the ideal book for undergraduate students of psychology taking CHIPS and other history of psychology modules.
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Slovaks of Chicagoland
Czechoslovak domestic politics, including the long-standing policy dilemmas stemming from the so-called Slovak question,
are usually approached from a historical standpoint. Here Carol Leff views the subject from a fresh analytic perspective. The
Slovaks' dissatisfaction with their status in the constitutional order has dogged Czechoslovakia from the country's inception
after World War I, and the substantial Slovak minority (now about one-third of the population) has recurrently complicated
the state's struggle for self-definition, stability, and even survival. Professor Leff establishes a systematic analytic
framework for the discussion of the Czech-Slovak relationship and how it has affected and been affected by state power and
the political system. Czechoslovakia's history is virtually a museum for the major European political alternatives of the
twentieth century, and this book is an experiment in applying the comparative methodology of political science not to crossnational studies but to the analysis of a single country over time. The author organizes consideration of policy making on
the Slovak national question around three component elements and their impact on effective problem solving: the
institutional structure of the pre-Munich republic and the postwar socialist state, leadership values and premises relevant to
the disposition of the national question, and patterns of Czech and Slovak leadership interaction. Originally published in
1988. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-ofprint books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy
Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.

American Literature
Out of This Furnace is Thomas Bell’s most compelling achievement. Its story of three generations of an immigrant Slovak
family -- the Dobrejcaks -- still stands as a fresh and extraordinary accomplishment. The novel begins in the mid-1880s with
the naive blundering career of Djuro Kracha. It tracks his arrival from the old country as he walked from New York to White
Haven, his later migration to the steel mills of Braddock, Pennsylvania, and his eventual downfall through foolish financial
speculations and an extramarital affair. The second generation is represented by Kracha’s daughter, Mary, who married
Mike Dobrejcak, a steel worker. Their decent lives, made desperate by the inhuman working conditions of the mills, were
held together by the warm bonds of their family life, and Mike’s political idealism set an example for the children. Dobie
Dobrejcak, the third generation, came of age in the 1920s determined not to be sacrificed to the mills. His involvement in
the successful unionization of the steel industry climaxed a half-century struggle to establish economic justice for the
workers. Out of This Furnace is a document of ethnic heritage and of a violent and cruel period in our history, but it is also a
superb story. The writing is strong and forthright, and the novel builds constantly to its triumphantly human conclusion.
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A History of Czech Economic Thought
The first comprehensive study of its kind, this fully illustrated book establishes Paganism as a persistent force in European
history with a profound influence on modern thinking. From the serpent goddesses of ancient Crete to modern natureworship and the restoration of the indigenous religions of eastern Europe, this wide-ranging book offers a rewarding new
perspective of European history. In this definitive study, Prudence Jones and Nigel Pennick draw together the fragmented
sources of Europe's native religions and establish the coherence and continuity of the Pagan world vision. Exploring
Paganism as it developed from the ancient world through the Celtic and Germanic periods, the authors finally appraise
modern Paganism and its apparent causes as well as addressing feminist spirituality, the heritage movement, natureworship and `deep' ecology This innovative and comprehensive history of European Paganism will provide a stimulating,
reliable guide to this popular dimension of religious culture for the academic and the general reader alike.

National Conflict in Czechoslovakia
A chronology of Slovak history from the earliest times through the end of 2000.

Slovak History
Situated in the turbulent heart of Europe, the Czech Republic has suffered from significant discontinuity in its historical
development, but its economic thinking has not until now been subject to a full analysis. This book offers a history of Czech
economic thought from the late Middle Ages to the present day. It traces methodological developments and the relationship
between economics and politics, and introduces not just pioneering figures in the field but also those whose lives and
careers were thwarted by history, as well as Czech exile thinkers. Identifying key themes in Czech economic thought, the
volume considers which branches of economic theory have had the greatest influence on Czech thought, and explores the
relationship between Czech economic thinking and wider established schools of thought. This book will benefit students and
researchers of history of economic thought, economic history, economic theory, and political economy, as well as those
with a specific interest in the Czech Republic.

The Dedalus Book of Slovak Literature
Young Juraj Zednik is spending the summer of 1968 abroad when Warsaw Pact tanks invade Czechoslovakia. Sickened by
the rot in his homeland, Juraj opts not to return. When the Communist regime forces him to renounce his Czechoslovak
citizenship, he embarks on a new – wholly American – life. He changes his name and gains US citizenship. He does not visit
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family; he does not teach his children his native tongue. After the Velvet Revolution topples Communism in 1989, Juraj's son
Rick decides to go and live in Bratislava. He finally connects with his grandfather who is dying and his grandmother who is
nursing him. Rick's discoveries in newly-independent Slovakia give his father cause to re-connect with family and friends
and to regain pride in the country he had turned his back on decades earlier.

An Introduction to Book History
From the early Sumerian clay tablet through to the emergence of the electronic text, this Companion provides a continuous
and coherent account of the history of the book. Makes use of illustrative examples and case studies of well-known texts
Written by a group of expert contributors Covers topical debates, such as the nature of censorship and the future of the
book

Czechoslovakia
Making Sense of World History is a comprehensive and accessible textbook that helps students understand the key themes
of world history within a chronological framework stretching from ancient times to the present day. To lend coherence to its
narrative, the book employs a set of organizing devices that connect times, places, and/or themes. This narrative is
supported by: Flowcharts that show how phenomena within diverse broad themes interact in generating key processes and
events in world history. A discussion of the common challenges faced by different types of agent, including rulers,
merchants, farmers, and parents, and a comparison of how these challenges were addressed in different times and places.
An exhaustive and balanced treatment of themes such as culture, politics, and economy, with an emphasis on interaction.
Explicit attention to skill acquisition in organizing information, cultural sensitivity, comparison, visual literacy, integration,
interrogating primary sources, and critical thinking. A focus on historical “episodes” that are carefully related to each other.
Through the use of such devices, the book shows the cumulative effect of thematic interactions through time,
communicates the many ways in which societies have influenced each other through history, and allows us to compare and
contrast how they have reacted to similar challenges. They also allow the reader to transcend historical controversies and
can be used to stimulate class discussions and guide student assignments. With a unified authorial voice and offering a
narrative from the ancient to the present, this is the go-to textbook for World History courses and students. The Open
Access version of this book, available at https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9781003013518, has been made available
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license.

A History of the Binghamton Slovaks Over a Period of Forty Years 1879-1919
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The Mandate of Heaven was originally given to King Wen in the 11th century BC. King Wen is credited with founding the
Zhou dynasty after he received the Mandate from Heaven to attack and overthrow the Shang dynasty. King Wen is also
credited with creating the ancient oracle known as the Yijing or Book of Changes. This book validates King Wen's
association with the Changes. It uncovers in the Changes a record of a total solar eclipse that was witnessed at King Wen's
capital of Feng by his son King Wu, shortly after King Wen had died (before he had a chance to launch the full invasion). The
sense of this eclipse as an actual event has been overlooked for three millennia. It provides an account of the events
surrounding the conquest of the Shang and founding of the Zhou dynasty that has never been told. It shows how the
earliest layer of the Book of Changes (the Zhouyi) has preserved a hidden history of the Conquest.

Zoli
"As a stand-alone volume, no other book in English has such a wealth of contemporary and scholarly information. This title
fills an important gap in historiography about events throughout Central Europe over the last fourteen centuries. It presents
the history of Slovakia in terms of the latest scholarship and in context of on-going historical debate about Slovak history
and its presentation in a post-socialist world. It addresses the historiographical controversies with copious notes and an
extensive bibliography."--Publisher's website.

East Central Europe in the Middle Ages, 1000-1500
This survey of Czech and Slovak history traces the development of two neighboring peoples through the creation of a
common Czechoslovakian state in 1918 to the founding of the independent Czech and Slovak Republics in 1993 and
beyond. • Brief biographical sketches of many noteworthy Czechs and Slovaks through the ages • A chronology of key
events in Czech and Slovak history from prehistory to the present day • A bibliographical essay on significant general works
and historical monographs regarding Czech and Slovak history
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
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